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What is RAM?
What is ROM?

What is a byte, a kilobyte, a megabyte, a gigabyte, 
a terrabyte ?

What is a Motherborad?



Overview

➲ We will first discuss external hardware 
components.

➲ Next we will discuss internal hardware com-
ponents

➲ Finally we will discuss how these are inte-
grated to for a PC



External Hardware Components

➲ Keyboard
➲ Mouse
➲ Trackball
➲ Swipe-Pad
➲ Monitor
➲ Ports & Plugs
➲ Power
➲ Network Connections
➲ Storage Devices



Keyboard

➲ The keyboard is the primary device used to 
get data into a PC. 

➲ Data must be inside the PC  before it can be 
coordinated into something useful known as 
information.

➲ When data is keyed in it is captured and 
recorded on the PC's internal memory 
known as RAM (Random Access Memory).



Keyboard: Simple



Keyboard: Extended



Keyboard: Laptop



Keyboard: Std Layout



Keyboard

➲ The keyboard is the primary device used to 
get data, information, into a computer. 

➲ Data must be inside the computer before it 
can be coordinated into something useful 
known as information.

➲ When data is keyed in it is captured and 
recorded on the PC's internal memory know 
as RAM (Random Access Memory).



Port Plugs-1

➲ A port plug is an opening on the outside of 
the PC into which additional devices can be 
attached. 

➲ There are many uses for ports on a PC, 
however first, we are going to talk about 
those commonly used to attached support-
ing devices such as offline storage disk 
drives and printers. They are also used for 
networking but we will discuss those anoth-
er time.



Port Plugs-2

➲ Essentially there are three kinds of ports. 
The first is called USB and the second is 
called SERIAL and the third is called PAR-
ALLEL. 

➲ Serial is the grand daddy of all of these, it 
came first. It allow a simple serial, think of a 
train with a number of cars attached one af-
ter the other, flow of data.



Port Plugs-3

➲ In the early days serial data cabling used 
many different types of cables and plugs.

➲ To make things easier uses demand simple 
standardized cables and plugs. This is when 
USB came into use. The data still flows se-
rially but the port on the computer that ac-
cepts the plug on the cable is ALWAYS the 
same. That's why it's called UNIVERSAL.



Port Plugs-4

➲ Another innovation made available with the 
introduction of USB ports-cable is the ability 
for power to flow out of the PC to support 
the external device. 

➲ This was nice because now the external de-
vice could made physically smaller.

➲ Parallel ports-cables were also a kind of 
grand daddy device but for printers. 



Port Plugs-5

➲ Early on it became apparent that printers 
needed, due to graphics and to get the print 
out faster, a faster flow than could be 
achieved by just sending the data stacked 
one piece behind the other.  

➲ To address these issues, a wide cable was 
designed with as many as 32 separate 
wires bundled inside, over which the data 
could flow. This allowed for multiple paths 
like parallel lanes on a highway to carry the 
data.



Port Plugs-6

➲ However as it became possible make 
smaller cables and plugs the USB technolo-
gy became the way to go. USB has mostly 
replace parallel ports-cables. 



Motherboard

➲ The motherboard is where all of the internal 
components live. 

➲ CPU – Central Processing Chip, a.k.a.The 
Chip” or “The Processor Chip”.



Motherboard-1



USB Cable-Port



Trackball

➲ Trackball is a pointing, selecting device simi-
lar to the mouse.

➲ Instead of dragging a device to locate data 
to be selected the trackball is usually at-
tached to the PC.

➲ Like the mouse, placing one's hand over the 
a small ball you can move the cursor, also 
called pointer to select data inside the PC



Trackball



Game Controller



Mouse: STD



Swipe-Pad (touch-pad)



Swipe-Touch Diagram



Motherboard-Notated



Swipe-pad

➲ A swipe-pad is a point and select device.
➲ It is usually attached to the PC
➲ It works more like the trackball rather than 

the mouse because you touch a pad, like 
you hold a ball, to move the cursor to the 
data you want to select.

➲ Some swipe-pad's have left and right button 
built to assist in popping up menus and ex-
tending input functionality



Monitor
➲ The monitor is the primary output device for 

a PC.
➲ A data is input to the PC the data is reflect-

ed back to the user.
➲ Monitory come in all kinds of shapes and 

sizes.
➲ Some are attached to the PC, some are not.
➲ Monitors use several types of technology to 

display the data back to the user.
➲ Two main display technologies are digital 

flat screen and analog tube displays.



Monitor
➲ The monitor is the primary output device for 

a PC.
➲ A data is input to the PC the data is reflect-

ed back to the user.
➲ Monitory come in all kinds of shapes and 

sizes.
➲ Some are attached to the PC, some are not.
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display the data back to the user.
➲ Two main display technologies are digital 

flat screen and analog tube displays.
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